
THE TWENTIES IN MEG JAYS NOVEL THE DEFINING DECADE

The Defining Decade: Why Your Twenties Matter--And How to Make the Most of Dr. Meg Jay, a clinical psychologist,
argues that twentysomethings have . " Excellently written, this book is sensitive to the emotional life of twentysomethings
.

StartupLife: Great ideas and businesses most often come from combining unrelated concepts to create a
product, service, or business model. School requires you to solve clear problems laid before you, adult life
requires adapting and finding answers in uncertain situations. My two cents because narcissism : That should
be that name of all blogs I write but to the point. There are no guarantees. Make your own certainty. While Dr.
Being in Life Traveling in a third world country is the best way to stress test a relationship. It also felt like the
first door I walked through would close and lock behind me. If you run to someone else to make you feel
better when something bad happens, you further weaken your own ability to make yourself feel better. Large
social networks can improve our brains by forcing us to communicate in a diversity of ways and better shape
our beliefs. Picking your interests and talents and what you want to apply them to can create a story and a
narrative that you bring to interviews and coffee dates. Being highly neurotic is toxic for relationships. It is a
serious issue with the book that the target audience is very narrow: the book is really intended for privileged
people aged about  You need to decide what you want to focus on. Jay has some great advice on how to do
that. Don't be Jane. You can borrow my copy. Regardless, I think Dr. You can make a different choice if one
does not work out It is scary to pursue something that you really want to do. The Customized Life Picking
something when we have the world of options in front of us feels limiting. The brain goo that makes those
connections is both strengthening and dying in your twenties. Twentysomethings who do have paying jobs
earn less than their s counterparts when adjusted for inflation. Anyone who has ever heard of Phineas Gage or
taken Psychology would not get anything new out of those sections, and they felt like cop-out filler: "Your
BWAINZ aren't even developed! This book is full of assumptions that frankly offended me. Very few people
reach their potential in their 20s. With a contracting economy and a growing population, unemployment is at
its highest in decades. Stop relying on other people to cheer you up. I think she also over-relies on the
importance of networking. An unpaid internship is the new starter job. Especially when it involves criticisms
of competence. I also found the lengthy discussion of basic brain anatomy to be rather useless. Like I said
earlier, the end of my college experience was served with a heavy side of panic. Jane doesn't realize her
ovaries will automagically self destruct on her 35th birthday! Learn to forgive yourself and move on. Jay does
a little mythbusting while walking through a similar dilemma with her client, Ian. Do the Math We all tend to
discount the future in favor of the present. Jay only pays lip service to the recession and the changing nature of
work - which I saw as a significant problem in the book - there are some good, concrete suggestions, though
they are tempered by assumptions about "20somethings" wanting to "hide" with bad jobs because they are
callow youths who are just too darn afraid of themselves. Whether their professional, personal, or social.


